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ABSTRACT
We study the scheduling of bridge cranes in a jobshop environment. The problem is
common in heavy industry settings such as manufacturing of steel rolls where parts are
. ','•. ;. III ." :
. .' I
moved around the shop using overhead cranes. A heuristic search approaci1.~ is
proposed which, first generates feasible pick-up sequences and then uses a branch and
bound procedure to resolve crane collisions resulting from each sequence. A Collision
detection method is developed which uses a graphical approach based on time-way
diagrams. Minimization o( c?mpt~tion time for all the crane moves is considered for
,
deterministic single and multi-stage prbblems. Random problems have been created to
study the performance of the scheduling heuristic. A single-pass procedure is used as a
benchmark. For small problems optimal solutions are generated as benchmark.
"
Computational results show that the heuristic provides high quality results. when
compared with benchmark in all the cases studied. Further improvements are
suggested to overcome the explosion of computational effort associated with the
branch and bound procedure.
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION
Material handling is one of the ~ssential components in a manufacturing. Scheduling
material handling devices is important when the material handler is the main bottleneck
resource in the system. Special considerations arise when the devices, as in the case' of
bridge cranes, share a common track or rail. Usually, the scheduling of bridge cranes
appears as a problem embedded in shop scheduling. In this case, a global schedule
proposed for the shop, normally found without explicitly considering the material
handling devices, imposes' constraints to the crane scheduli~g problem (CSP). A.
typical"assumption in these ca~es is to include the material handling times as part of the
actual machining times, or in some cases, co-mpletely ignored. In practice, it is
common toJeave the crane scheduling problem to floor planners who make ad-hoc
decisions.
1.1 The Machine Shop #1 At BethForge Inc.
This research is inspired by the crane scheduling problem that arises at Machine Shop
#1 at BethForge Inc., a manufacturer of large steel forgings. Figure 1.1 depicts the
approximate layout of the machine shop, consisting of two parallel bays each with two
overhead cranes. Cranes are used for moving parts between machines and storage
areas, download/load parts from/to trucks, setup tools and fixtures in the machines,
empty chip boxes generated as a result of the machining operations, and other
miscellaneous activities such as moving tools and auxiliary equipment around the shop.
The hoist attached to the bridge can move laterally to access machines across the
2
width of the bay. Because of the common track in use, cranes can never "pass" each
other.
Because of the routing characteristics of each product being processed in the shop, the
configuration of #1 Machine Shop is essentially a general jobshop, with input and
output at one end of the bays. Parts move from one bay to the other using two special
purpose transfer carts.
East Bay
-0WestBay
Bridge Movement
(along bay)
ij':::::::::::::::::::::b Lathe .
_ NCLathe •
•
Horiz.Boring
Mill
Vert. Boring
Mill
Hoist Displacement
(across bridge)
Others (Drilling,"===~O Layout Plate, etc)
Figure 1.1 Appr~~mate Layout ofMachine Shop #1 at BethForge.
The general schedule (and additional shop floor information) dictates the order in
which jobs are to be loaded onto each machine. A related decision is how to schedule
the moves done by the cranes such that some measure of performance is optimized.
Crane activity is currently planned in a rolling-horizon fashion by the crane foremen.
When doing the planning, the foremen considers all "active" jobs (those having
3
requ,ested a lift already) and looks ahead searching for "jobs likely to became active".
While the total machining times are quite variable, forecasting the exact time a job will
become active is difficult. However the forecast can be much more precise as jobs near
completion on the machines (say within two hours of completion).
Under these conditions, the actual crane scheduling process can be considered static
fpr short periods of time. Rolling horizons and look ahead can be used to take into
accountthe dynamic behavior ofthe jobs and machines in the longer term.
1.2 Decisions' in~onstructing Crane Schedules
I
:...... :: _ ...}
\.,
Upon constructing the shop schedule, there are three ,~ets of decisions to be made for a
detailed specification of crane schedules. First, each lift must be assigned to a specific
crane. Second, the sequence in which each crane will performs its assigned work.
Note that these two decisions are constrained by the potential interference (collision)
which may occur between the two cranes. This leads to the third level of decisions:
assign priority to the cranes when a collision is detected.
Adding the no-collision (conflict-free) constraint increases the dimension of the
problem since now the relative position of the crane'must be checked at every moment
in time. This issue makes a mathematical programming approach difficult.
1.3 Overview of the Thesis
In what follows, a simplified version of the two-crane scheduling problem faced by the
machine shop at BethForge Inc. is studied. The analysis starts by reviewing the main
4
approaches to crane scheduling found in literature f6r·different shop configurations. In
Chapter 3, a formal description of the general crane scheduling problem is presented,
with special attention to specify the· conditions present at BethForge. Chapter 4
describes the proposed solution approach. Chapter 5 details the experiments
conducted to analyze the performance of the heuristic. Finally, Chapter 6 presents
conclusions of the research.
5
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Chapter 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature addressing Crane Scheduling Problems (CSP) is very scare [Matsuo et ai.
1991Y The research found in the literature has focused mainly on flow shops with a
single crane as found. in Printed Circuit Board manufacturing lines (pCB lines) or
Assembly of Electronic components to PCBs in CIM environments [Phillips and
Unger, 1975][Shapiro and Nuttle, 1988][Matsuo et aI., 1989 and 1991][Yih,
1994][Ng 1996][Ge1996]. Under these configurations, the use of'cyclic schedules has
been shown to produce near optimal solutions by Matsuo et al. [1991].
Although more interesting than the single crane problem, both theoretically and
because of the potential for higher system performance, very few references to the
two-crane schedu~in~ problem has beenfound in literature after the work ofLieberman
arid Turksen [1981 and 1982]. In this chapter, a short description of the approaches
described in the literature for the single and two-crane scheduling problem is
presented:
2.1 Single Crane Scheduling with Time Window Constraints
The problem in this line of research is to find a schedule of crane movements from one
station to another (usually tanks with chemicals), so as to maximize the system
throughput. The time a part is allowed to stay in a given station is constrained by
minimum and maximum values (time window). Since there is only one crane,
interference is not an issue in the problem..
6
The· most common case in this class of problems is the PCB manufacturing line.
Usually, a PCB line has 10 to 20 different tanks, plus a load/download station (at one
.\
. /
of the extremes of the line). Parts are loaded into carriers and then Jransported
• ''1''\....•~
between stations by the crane and left there for a specific range of time (time window).
.
While the carrier with the part remains submerged in the tank, the crane goes to pick.
up some other carrier to perform a similar operation. All carriers follow an identical
sequence of tanks and the number of jobs is considered big enough to assume
continuous operation (in a cyclic fashion).· Each tank has capacity to hold only one
carrier at the time. Some variations from the basic system are: alternative layouts of
the line, multiple hoists, duplicated t'anks, different load/download configurations
[Shapiro and Nuttle 1988].
Phillips' and Hunger [1975], proposed a mixed integer program formulated as a one
machine problem with sequence dependent setups defined by the time it takes the
crane to move from the end locations of its last activity to the beginning location of
next job. The proposed model focuses on scheduling the departing times of three
fixtures (carriers) from tank to tank. Several groups of' constraints ensure the
precedence of tasks, time windows for the carriers to stay in a tank, and "left to right"
flow of loaded carriers. Tney proposed a theorem which establishes that the optimal
solution of the model leads directly to the solution of the minimum cycle schedule for
the crane by simply following the path dictated by the optimal carrier removal times.
- Shapiro and Nuttle [1988], consider the same system as Phillips and Hunger. They
rose an enumerative algorithm iUVOlvin: the solution of a large sequence of small
linear programs. Their approach is more flexible in that it allows multiple
load/download configurations and duplicate tanks. Five test problems are solved
optimally, reporting..CPU times in the range of 2.75 sec. to 255.51 sec. for problems,
, .
of 12 processes. The reduction of cycle times over the current solution (line vendor's)
best ranges from 2.2% to 10.2%. The number ofLP's solved and CPU time required
vary widely from problem to problem without any correlation with t~ number of
processes. An additional analysis of an early termination ofthe optimization is done. If
the enumeration stops after the first feasible cycle is found, CPU time for test problems
varies from 1.47 sec. to 31.08 sec. with a maximum distance from the optimal solution .'
of 7.5%. The optimal solution is found (at early termination) in two out of five test
·problems.
Ng [1996] considers the case where the times for inter tank moves are decision
variables (different from previous approaches that consider the· starting time in each
tank as the decision variables) . Under this assumption, the hoist c'an-wait for'the next
operation after the drip-off of an intertank move. In other words, it is allowed to use
the hoist as a "buffer'; other than just a transporter. He proposes a mixed integer
formulation sol~.ed by an efficient branch and bound algorithm. Computational results
of randomly generated problems show that, as the number of taiiks in the line
increases, both the average computing time required to solve the problem and the
-l)~rcentageof computing time spent on finding the first solution also increase.
.:However, the percentage of computing time spent on solving linear· programs
decreases as problem size increases.
8
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Matsuo et al. [1989 and 1991], address the dry end of electronic manufacturing.· Here
a crane moves magazines with primed circuit boards between workstations in-a eIM
environment. Boards contain paste that adheres to the components ahached at' the
workstations. The paste is usable for up to eight hours after which it dries and the
boards must be scrapped. Other than this, no other time constraints exist in the
workstations. They proposed a heuristic to compute cyclic schedules and show the
near optimal nature of such solutions. They show that cyclic schedules are superior to
dispatching rules in a repetitive and deterministic manufacturing environment. The
basic-heuristicconsisLoLthe crane_ moYing _c)'clically_~YeryT_units~ftiIl1e.UI'QIL
arrival to station i, the crane Will move the existing part to station i+ 1 if it is ready to
be moved, otherwise the crane will continue traveling empty to station i+ 1 . This
procedure is extended to consider multiple product t)'pes and parallel flexible
machines. A heuristic procedure is used to generate different sequenCes of products to
be included in a cycle. Then a maximum cost circular flow formulation is used to
calculate the minimum cycle time for that sequence. The heuristic is tested against
simpl~., ~ispatching rules for assigning jobs to the crane. One test configuration
considering 4 types of products was tested. The proposed heuristic shows a much
higher throughput rate and lower \YIP than the compared rules.
Yih [1994] studies the general flowshop (non-cyclic) problem, where .different
products arrive randomly. to the line. Although the jobsare_allowed_to_ha\Tedifferent
routings and skip tanks, the constraint of unidirectional flow (left to right) is
preserved. She proposes a two phase algorithm for deciding when to enter each job to
·....
the line and,assign them to the corresponding workstations. Upon arrival of a job to
the system, the algorithm starts by assigning the current time as initial entry time.
Following, a two-phase procedure computes the right entry times to achieve feasibility
in the schedule. Phase one considers the conflicts among jobs requesting the same
machine (tank), while phase two deals with the availability and' schedule of a single
hoist. The algorithm is based 'on the concept of tolerances of processing times (time
windows) instead of minimum processing time as the driver of the scheduling
procedure. If a hoist conflict is detected in phase two, the procedure delays the entry
of the job to the line, or extends the actual processing time in a tank. In the last case,
current processing' is extended and the starting times of following tanks are also
delayed. The study uses the cOl11pletion time of the first 100 jobs completed as the
performance measure. The performance of the procedure is established by comparing
the results against a basic algorithm which requires exactly the minimum processing
time on each tank (zero-tolerance). A simulation study is performed to analyze the
procedure under different distributions of processing and transportation times. The
. study shows that the procedure based on tolerances outperforms the basic'procedure.
In addition, tIlere are significant interactions between hoist operating speed and mean
and variance of processing times (both individually).
Ge [1996] and Ge and Yih [1995] suggest an approach that c.?mbines real-time
t
employed to analyze the results of choosing different job.s when the crane becomes
available. A depth-first search technique is used. The priority of selection of "next job
10
to move" is higher for new jobs waiting to be loaded to the ~!1e. Next prioriti~s are -
assigned in a longest processing time basis. Conditions for feasibility of each node are
proposed and used to reduce the depth ofbranches. The method can handle multi-type
job scheduling and does not result in the production of defective jobs as many of the
method previously listed.
2.2 Two-Crane Scheduling in Flow Shop
In this line orresearch, the main issue is the existence of interference between the two
cranes sharing a common track. As before, parts are restricted to follow a
unidirectional (left to right) flow.
Lei and Wang [1991] present a heuristic algorithm to find schedules in PCB lines with
two cranes. They propose partitioning the system in two mutually exclusive sets of
. workstations. Each crane is then assigned to serve exclusively the workstations in one
set. A sequence of partitions is examined, where each partition is mapped to a one-
crane problem. Cycle times are computed independently for each crane looking for the
common-length cycle that maximizes throughput.
Optimal cycles are obtained for small problems and compared to the results from the
heuristic. They found that the relative deviation from optimal cycle (in terms of
percentage) decreases as the number of stations (and consequently the number of
crane operations) increases, while the absolute deviation increases too.
----------------- - ---------------........._-~------~----
Armstrong et al. [1996] consider the problem of-mrniffiiiing the numoer· of
transporters in a cyclic processing line under time wit:tdow constraints. To avoid traffic
\ 11
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collisions, a partition of operations into groups is employed. Each group is served by
an individual crane. A search method is proposed to maximize the size of the groups
and consequently ,minimize the number of transporters. The method exploits the fact
that the maximization of size groups produce dual programs specially structured as
shortest-path problems.
2.3 Two-Crane Scheduling in Job Shop
/"
In this case of problems, as- the constraint of unidirectional flow of jobs is dropped,
interference among cranes becomes more important.
Lieberman and Turksen [1981 and 1982] presented a series of algorithms for single
track cranes. Although they do not require unidirectional flow ofjobs, their algorithms
assume independent moves, instantaneous movements of cranes and indefinitely wait
for the pieces.' One of the algorithms proposed divides the moves into batches of
moves non-overlapping in the shop and then assigns cranes to one batch at each time.
Th~_ algorithm establishes conditions under which interference-free schedules can be
found. In the majority of cases they consider identical processing times for the crane
operations. In addition, their procedures require that all the moves considered during
the planning horizon must be independent.
Our research differs from the basic model considered by Lieberman and Turksen in
which, as detailed in next Chapter, we consider a general Job Shop structure where
moves are not independent. In addition, we model the movements ofthe cranes as
12
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non-instantaneous and allow for multiple machines to be located in the same location
along the track.
13
Chapter 3 - PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The problem considered here is 'a simplification of the problem faced by the #1
Machine Shop at BethForge as described in Chapter 1. For simplicity, only one bay
with two cranes will be modeled. Through the analysis, the layout of the West Bay is
used as the base configuration. In this chapter, the model used in the study as well as
notation and concepts are defined in detail.
A model of the components is listed on Table 3.1 . The name move is employed to
refer to crane.activities, while job is employell on .referring to a set of machining
operations performed on a product.
Table 3.1 Components of the Multiple Crane Scheduling Problem
e :set of cranes {Cr Ir= 1, ... ,m} -
~ : set ofjob locations {t I t = 1,2,...,L}
S : set offeasible sites along the common track { s Is=1, ... ,S }
~ : set of ready times {rio I i=1,..., n}
7 : set ofliftldownload times { (til,til) Itil ~ O,ti2 ~ 0, i=1,2,... ,n}
J : Set ofjobs {j ij=1,.. ,J }
o :Set of machining operations {Ojk ij=1..J, k=1..K }
The common track contains S sites where resources are located (machines, buffers,
etc.). Each job j consists of a series of k operations 0 jk performed on the different
resources of the shop. A move is required any time an o~eration is finished, or to load
the product onto a machine. Each move is decomposed into four basic activities: mia,
14
approach the lift location til (also called dead head trip); mil, lift or pick-up the part
(includes the setup of lifting accessories and the actual lift operation); mit, transport
the part to the location ti2; and finally mid, download or drop-off the part (includes set
up at the receiving resource and removal of lifting accessories). In some special cases
such as emptying chip boxes, moves consist of an additional intermediate op~ration
(such as turning over, or emptying the box) before being transported to the download
location (the same lift location). However, since these moves have a low frequency
and can be delayed during low utilization periods, they are not considered in this
research.
The specification ofIhe locations and processing times generates two main quantities
for a move, its duration and length. Duration is measured as the total time that a
•
crane spends lifting and downloading the part plus the known transportation time
(approach time is not included because it depends on the previous move in the
sequence). On the other hand, length of a move is measured in units of length or
number of sites betwee~,lift and drop-off locations. Work content is the summation of
the duration of all the jobs in a given group. The centroid of a move is defined as the
weighted average location of the known segments of the move.
. The shop schedule generates a precedence graphp shop as the one shown in figure 3-1
where each node represents a machining operation and each arc represents a
"-
precedence relation among them. This graph is the base for constructing the move
precedence graph P moves used later for conflict handling. In P moves. each node
15
represents a basic component of a move while arcs represent precedence r'elations
among the components.
Graphs P .shop and P moves are related in the sense that the transition between two
consecutive operations inp shop requires a move represented inp moves. In other words,
for each pair of consecutive operations of a job there is a required move.
Job 1 {
Job 2 {
Job 3 {
a)
'I
/
b)
Figure 3-1 Example of precedence graphs a)p shop and b)P moves
The sequence of space-time tuples that a crane visits when moving from one location
to another will- be called a crane tour. A feasible crane tour (or schedule) contains
16
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only tuples which do not overlap. Figure 3.2 shows a crane schedule as derived from
the Gantt chart originated by the shop scheduler. The plot on the bottom of the figure
depicts two crane tours in a time-way diagram as shown in Shapiro and Nuttle [1988].
In the diagram, time is represented on the X-axis while the Y-axis represents locations
in the track used by. the cranes. A tour is represented as a succession of connected
segments; Horizontal segments correspond to periods of time when that crane is not
moving either because of a lift or download activity, or because it is idle. A diagonal
line represents the movements of the crane from one location to another. A very useful
feature of time way diagrams .is that magnitudes in the Y-axis are.proportional to
actual distances in the shop. The slope of a diagonal corresponds to the average crane
speed. Note that in this example, the cranes can be scheduled without affecting the
times suggested by the Gantt chart. In general, this is not expected to be the case. In
this problem, a buffer location (L1) exists to avoid machine-deadlock in the shop. This
is consistent with practice at the #1 machine shop.
A collision occurs whenever one of the cranes tries to access a segment of the track
being occupied by the other crane. To avoid collisions, the activity of each crane must
be scheduled considering the current and future· status of the other crane and vice
versa. Afeasible schedule can be seen as a time-way diagram where the lines defining
each crane tour never intersect.
. 17
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Figure 3-2 Gantt chart and Time way diagram for a feasible two-crane schedule
3.1 Precedence Relations among moves
The resolution of the shop scheduling problem provides two types of precedence
relations among the moves in the esp. The first relates moves corresponding to
consecutive operations of a job. Here the precedence establishes that the lift task of a
successor move cannot be done until the download task (and ev:entually the required
machining) of the predecessor move has been completed.
18
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!The second set of precedences anses from moves associated with machining
operations done at a common machine. As mentioned before, the shop schedule
"dictates the sequence of jobs in the conflicting machine. The precedence relation now
establishes that the download task of a successor move must follow the lift of the
predecessor move on the shared machine.
In addition to these relations imposed by the shop schedule, two new types of
precedences appear during the resolution of the esp. Precedences derived from the
crane sequences relate two consecutive moves done by a single crane. The
approaching task of a move must be preceded by the download of the predecessor
move in the crane sequence.
Finally, during the resolution of conflicts, the assignment of priority to one crane
produces a precedence relation between the two conflicting moves.
Figure 3-3 depicts the different precedence relations that appear in the esp.
/ Job Routeing
Shared Machine---
Crane Sequence
Figure 3-3 Precedence relations
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3.2 Problem assumptions
On specifying the exact configuration under study, the assumptions and system
simplifications made are similar to those from Lieberman and Turksen [1981], except
for the assumption of instantaneous crane displacements. We model crane travel time
as well. The detailed list of assumptions is:
(1) The number of moves is finite.
(2) The ready times are known:
(3) The set of move times (lift and drop-oft) is deterministic andkno~
(4) The cranes are identical.
(5) Crane travel between two locations is not instantaneous. Crane speed is the same
when traveling empty or loaded and is homogeneous along the track.
(6) T~ere is no pre-emption of moves or jobs. ' -",,',-
(7) Each crane can process at most one location at a time.
(8) Each move is processed by exactly one crane.
(9) The two cranes cannot access the same location at the same time.
(10) The common track is divided into equidistant sites where the resources (machines
and buffers) are located. These sites are the only locations where a crane can stop.
(11) Initial and final locations of the cranes are the same and pre-specified (usually the
'0
two extremes ofthe bay).
(12) Cranes and machines never break down.
Assumption (6) means that once a move is initiated, it is performe~ without
_interruption until it finishes. This is specially important in the # 1 Machine Shop
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because, due to safety considerations, a crane may never wait loaded for the track to
became empty. Thus, all conflict resolution measures must be taken before a crane
starts a move.
Figure 3-4 shows the basic configuration used in the CSP considering the common
track having s feasible sites. Sites 0 and s+1 are the extreme locations of the bay and
can be accessed by the corresponding crane only. The s "internal" sites host the
resources of the shop (several resources may occupy the same site on the Y-axis).
Assumption (10) will eventually produce sites with no resources
allocated.
Crane 1
0
Site
Resource 1,2 3 4,5,6 m-2,m-1
Crane 2
o
m
,-"F~gure 3-4 Simplified configuration ofa two-crane bay with multiple resources per site
•.-- :~- ..":1 _~ •
When constructing the schedule, there are two additional activities that a crane can be
forced to perform due to interference with the other crane:
i) a crane may wait idle until the route needed to perform its task becomes free. In this
case the waiting crane will stay in its current location until the other crane gets out of
the way of its route. This does not mean however that the waiting crane needs to wait
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until its route becomes free before starting its operation, but rather the time necessary
to avoid a collision.
ii) a crane must move out of the route of the other. In this case, the current crane is
idle and blocking the roufe of the other crane that is already performing a task. The
second crane may even be traveling empty, but has already started the approach task
ofa mQve.
Due to its simplicity and ease of interpretation, it is assumed that the objective function
of the CSP is to minimize the completion time of all the moves (crane makespan).
Note that this measure may be different from the objective criteria used for scheduling
J
the machining operations in the shop. In this case, minimizing the makespan of the
cranes allows us to determine if a given assignment of moves can be performed during
a given time span (say a.shift or fraction of it).- A different measure of performance
that could be used is the average waiting time for the parts. In that case the wait time
is considered from the moment a request for lift is made until when the crane actually
picks-up the part.
3.3 Problem difficulty
The general crane scheduling problem has been shown to be NP-Complete [Lieberman
and Turksen 1981], even for the simple case of a one hoist single-product flowshop
[Lei and Wang 1991]. Moreover, relaxing some of the hard constraints allows us to
relate the CSP with other combinatorial prQ,.blems known to be extremely hard. For
example, if the interference between the two cranes is ignored and all the moves are
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independent, the problem can be reduced to scheduling identical parallel machines
with sequence dependent setup (the approaching times correspond to the setup times
and the summation of the lift, .:transport and download times corresponds to the
"processing" time). If, in addition, the approaching of a crane to the lift location is
ignored, the problem reduces to scheduling parallel processors without setup ti~es
problem.
The complexity of the problem can be determined easily for the case of all-independent
moves. For a given set ofn moves there are n! different ways of sequencing the moves
(independent of the assignment to cranes). For each sequence there are (n-i) ways of
assigning them to non-empty crane sequences. So, there are (n-i) n! different ways to
construct the crane sequences. In addition, in the worst case, a move will produce
collisions with all the other moves in the other crane. That means 2n-] different
solutions generated by assigning priority to one crane or the other at each collision
point. Finally, in the worst case there are O((n-i) n! 2n-] ) different solutions for the·
all-independent moves two-crane scheduling problem. If precedence relations are
included in the formulation, the number of feasible sequences is reduced but it is still a
fraction ofn! . On the other hand, the number of priority assignment is still 2n-] in the
worst case.
The degree of difficulty of the problem 1eads us to develop a heuristic procedure as
described in detail in the following chapter.
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3.4 Prevention of Machine Deadlocks
Deadlocking is a critical scheduling and control problem, especially in an automated
manufacturing system. A manufacturing system is said to be in deadlock when "parts
are assigned to machines such that further flow of these parts is permanently
inhibited" [Ramaswamy et al. 1996].
Wysk et al. [1991, 1994] propose a graph-theoretic approach for on-line deadlock
detection and resolution. The method..is based on detection of "circular waits" as
circuits in the graph. The procedure is called each time a new part arrives or a move is
requested. The recovery procedure suggested randomly chooses one of the
deadlocked parts and transfers it to a specially reserved storage.. The rest of the
deadlocked parts are then transferred sequentially to the next destination on their
routings [Wysk et al. 1994].
Ramaswamy et al. [1996] proposes mathematical formulations for a-priori deadlock
avoidance. The models are developed for workstations with no buffer and finite
capacity buffers. Due to solution time considerations, they suggest some heuristic
procedures to be used as a solution strategy.
Recognizing the importance and difficulty of the problem, but considering it out of the
reach of this research, a simpler approach has been used to deal with machine
deadlocks.
The shop schedule is given, and is used to construct the graph of move precedences.
Then, circular references are detected by inspection. In cases where cycles are
present, new moves are included in the problem to "break" the cycle. As in Wysk et al.
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[1994], one of the parts generating the deadlock is moved to a buffer, then the others
proceed regularly. At the end of the deadlock recovery procedure, the selected part is
moved to its original target destination. Consequently, the updated precedence graph
does not contain the circular reference as before. The idea is illustrated on Figure 3-5.
Actual system
Move 1
~
Job 2 Job 1
IMach 1I IMach 2 I
~
Precedence graph representation
. Move 2 Move I'
~~
Job 2 Job 1
Move 3
Fi~re 3-5 Procedure for Machine Deadlock Recovery
In the Figure, job 1 needs to be moved to machine 1 which is currently loaded with job
2. A deadlock occurs because job 2 needs to be moved to machine 2, being used by
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job 1. This is represented in the actual system diagr:a~ (top left) and the existence of a
circular reference (cycle) in the precedence graphp moves (top right).
The diagram at the bottom left shows the inclusion of a buffer to break the deadlock.
Job 1 is moved to the buffer leaving machine 2 available to receive job 2. After job 2 is
moved to machine 2, job 1 can be removed from the buffer and loaded to machine 1.
Note that the new precedence graph 'does not have any cycle (bottom right).
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Chapter 4 - HEURISTIC DESCRIPTION
In this chapter, the foundations for the proposed heuristic are detailed. As described
before, there are three decisions to make in .obtaining a feasible schedule for the
cranes:
i) Assign each move to a specific crane
ii) Decide the sequence ofmoves for each crane
iii) Assign priority to one of the cranes in case of collision
These decisions do not need to be made in this exact sequence, however they are
strongly interdependent. For example, the assignment of two moves to different cranes
mayor may not produce a collision depending on the position of the moves in each
crane tour.
In an attempt of exploiting the deterministic nature of the problem under study, a
..
search-based approach is proposed that divides the problem into two sequential stages
as shown in Figure 4-1. The first deals with the assignment of cranes and sequencing
, of moves, while the second stage handles the detection and resolution of collisions.
This way the problem can be divided into two separate problems that are easier to
solve using customized procedures. Since the two problems are not independent , an
iterative procedure is required to search for the global optima or a good sub-optimal
solution.
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Crane Assignment
/\
Assignment!
Sequencing
Collision
Handling
Sequencing of
Moves
Collision
Handling
Figure 4-1 Decomposition of CSP into sequential decisions
The main advantage of this decomposition is that simple or well known procedures
can be used to solve each subproblem. For example, the assignment/sequencing can
use any dispatching rule-like procedure as far as the solution generated satisfies the
precedence relations dictated by the graphp moves .
4.1 General Approach
Figure 4-2 illustrates the general approach suggested. On it, ,a new deadlock-free
candidate solution Sdf is generated at each iteration~ Since this solution has been
generated without considering the crane interference constraints, it may still be "crane-
.- ~) .
infeasible". If the sglution presents a makespan shorter than the best found so far, it is
called a good candidate. Good candidates are analyzed in detail by resolving crane
collisions in the module "CheckBest". This is a branch and bound based procedure that
, checks the solutions resulting from different assignments of priorities at each collision
point. For the given sequencing/assignment solution, the procedure will find the best
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collision-free solution.'The search continues until a pre-specified finishing condition IS '"
reached.
In what follows, the two procedures as well as the search strategy employed are fully
explained.
M = Set of all moves
S* = Infinite
-'
No
Sdf = NewSolution(Pmoves}
Yes
Assignment!
Sequencing
;L, Collision
S*= CheckBest(Sdps*}. ~'''Resolution
No--<
Finishing
condition
reached?
Yes
S* is the Best Solution Found
Figure 4-2 General approach of the proposed heuristic
4.2 Solution of Assignment/Sequencing Sub-problem
.-
The objective of this stage is to obtain an assignment/sequencing solution for the
cranes which is feasible for the given shop schedule. This solution indicates the order
"in which each crane will perform the. moves assigned without producing a deadlock of
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the shop. In order to ootainsuChasolilfion, the-assigIilifent1seqlien~cing -procedure-
relies strongly on the graphPmoves as described on Figure 4-3.
The procedure FindAssignmentSequencing make use of some properties from the .
solution generated at this stage which are conjectured to have a positive impact on the
minimization ofthe makespan ofthe cranes. They are:
i) Balanced Vl{ork load on both cranes to avoid excessive idle time on one ofthem.
ii) Assignment of moves according to zoning criteria to minimize the possible collision
between the cranes derived from one of them working near the opposite extreme of
the bay.
iii) Sequencing of moves according to their ready times.
The procedure starts by checking that no circular precedences (cycle) exists in the
graph Pmoves (which will result in a deadlock in the cranes as explained in Section 3-4).
If no such cycle is present, the list which will contain the sequences of moves for the
cranes (Seq[1] and Seq[2J) are empty, all the moves are unmarked, and the counter of
number of moves assigned (MovesAssigned) is set to zero.
In step 1, the centroids (Centroid[iJ) for each move are computed as well as the
overall weighted centroid (DC). Cranes are assigned to each move by· comparing the
centroid to DC . This criteria attempts to establish some zoning in the assignment
while balancing the workload. If the moves are sorted by their centroids, the overall
weighted centroid represents the point which divides them into two sets having the
more balanced workload. Transferring one of the closest moves to DC from one set to
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the·other will increase the unbalance in toe assignment. Kdditiumrlly;-theJeady-time~------l
for each move are computed based on the precedenc~s described inpmoves.
Step O. AssignedMoves =0
Unmark all the Nmoves
Empty lists Seq[l] and Seq[2]
If graphPmoves has no directed cycles, goto 1
otherwise, return error, the system contains a deadlock derived from the precedence
relations between the operations. Exit
Step 1. For each move i compute its centroid. Compute the weighted overall centroid as:
NMoves
L Centroid[i] *Duration[i]
;=\
OC =---.---------------------------------
NMoves
L Duration[i]
i=\
Assign each move i to crane k such that:
k = { 1 if Centroid[i] < OC d
2 otherwise
Compute the ready time for the lift task of each move
Step 2. Find all the moves in Pmoves having no predecessors or those which all their
predecessors have been assigned already. Call these moves Candidates.
Step 3. From the candidate moves, chose the one with smallest ready time
Step 4. Add move i at the end of the sequence of moves Seq[k] for crane k.
Mark move i as assigned.
Increment AssignedMoves by 1.
Step 5. If AssignedMoves < Nmoves, goto 2
otherwise the sequences for each crane are Seq[l] and Seq[2], respectively
Figure 4-3 Procedure to find Assignment/Sequencing solution
In step 2 and 3, the candidate move with the smallest ready time, say move i, IS
selected. Ties are broken randomly.
In step 4, the selected move is append to the corresponding crane assigned in step 1.
The move is labeled as "assigned", removed from the list of candidates, and the
counter MovesAssigned is incremented by one. The list of candidates is updated with
the moves having move i as predecessor and not having an unmarked predecessor.
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In step 5, the ternunafton condItIOn for tile assignmenvsequencmg procedure is
checked. If all the moves (NMoves) have been assigned, Seq[l] and Seq[2] contains
the resulting sequences. Otherwise, goto step 3 to assign the next move.
Termination is guarantied by checking for the existence ofcycles in step 1.
4.3 Solution of the Collision Handling Sub-problem
Once the assignment/sequencing problem has been solved, Seq[1] and Seq[2] contain
the sequence of moves assigned to cranes 1 and 2, respectively. These sequences are
feasible for the machines in the shop (do not contain deadlocks) but may still produce
collisions between the cranes as the moves are performed in time. Conflict halldling
consists of two basic functions: conflict detection, and conflict resolution. These
functions constitute the core of a collision handling procedure which iterates on the
tours until the conflicts have been fully resolved. Both functions are explained in the
following two sections.
4.3.1 Conflict Detection
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a conflict can be seen as crossmg (or overlapping)
segments in the time-way diagram. Using this basic idea, a scanning procedure follows
the crane tours defined in the diagram until a crossing is found or until reaching the
end of the tours. Because of the linear characteristics of the crane movements (start-
stop dynamics are ignored), only the extreme points of each segment need to be stored
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to define thetours.l:onsequently, tlie problem fa~-e-d-here-consists-on-cletermimng-t1lG--~~~~~,.I
existence of intersection for a given pair of segments which belong to different cranes.
Obviously not all the possible combination of segments need to be tested, but only
those being simultaneous._
Once a conflict has-been detected, the conflict resolution function is called to generate
new tours which are expected not to contain the last conflict but still need to be
scanned for the succeeding tasks.
4.3.2 Conflict Resolution
The resolution of a conflict consists on taking the corrective measures such that the
operation of the cranes can be continued. The main strategy for conflict resolution is
1
the insertion of idle time in one of the tours to deHiy its entrance to the conflicting
locations, The crane assigned high priority can perform the assigned move in a "free
track" while the other waits idle until its required segments of the track become
available. Recall from assumption (6) in Chapter 3, that idle time can be inserted only
before a move actually starts. This imposes an additional constraint in the start and
finishing times ofthe tasks in a given move.
Figure 4-4 shows an example of conflict resolution after a collision has been detected
between the approaching task of move 3 and the approaching task of move 4. Note
that in this case the priority is assigned to crane 1 (doing move 4) forcing crane 2 to
go outside the region needed by crane 1. Crane 2 waits idle until it can access its
required zone safely.
l :'
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Idle time inserted
Time
Figure.4-4 Example ofconflict detection and resolution
The detailed pseudo-code definition of the collision handling procedure is listed in
Figure 4-5. The main variables used by the procedure are: BestFound, containing the
best objective value found at any point; Cr, array containing pointers to the segments
currently being tested for collision; L, the current depth into the branch and bound tree
(it corresponds to the number of different pairs of moves that have collided so far).
- .
The names in italics are functions and procedures described in the following
paragraphs.
The procedure is based on an external REPEAT cycle which will terminate when no
. .
more levels of the branch and bound-tree are left to inspect. A nested WIllLE loop
implements the scanning of the tours, looking for collision points. When a new
collision is detected, the procedure generates two new branches of the tree. One of the
branches is chosen for inspection and the status of the current node is saved to be
}
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recovered during the backtracking operation. The function ResolveCollision
determines the feasibility of the resulting partial crane schedules. Then, the procedure
check for the reaching of a bound condition to decide if it needs to backtrack the tree
or to continue the scanning ofthe feasible partial solution.
Best Found <- BestObjectiveValue
ResetMarksOnMoves
FOR i = 1TO 2 DO Cr[i] <- Seq[i]
L<-O
REPEAT
{ ExitCurrentBranch <- FALSE
WHILE NOT(EndOfI'oursReached) DO
{ IF DetectCo//ision(Cr) THEN
{ IF NewCo//ision THEN
{ L <-L+1
IF (Branch(ExitCurrentBranch» THEN SaveTours
}
IF ExitCurrentBranch OR NOT(Reso/veCo//ision(Cr»
THEN GoTo EndBRanch
IF (ComputeObjectiveVa/ue(CraneTours)<BestFound) THEN
{ ExitCurrentBranch <- TRUE
GoTo EndBranch
}
}
ELSE
AdvanceScanning(Cr)
}
EndBranch:
IF NOT(ExitCurrentBranch)
AND (ComputeObjectiveVa/ue(CraneTours)<BestFound) THEN
UpdateBestSo/ution
BacktrackTheTree;
}
UNTIL (L=O)
CheckBest <- BestFound
Figure 4-5 Pseudo-code for CollisionHandling Procedure
Each time the procedure gets out ofthe internal WIllLE loop, means that a branch has
reached its end and it is time to go back one level. The exit condition for the REPEAT
loop forces the procedure to complete the enumeration at all the levels ofthe tree.
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4.4 Searching Procedure
Storer et al. [1992] have shown the usefulness of search spaces defined by perturbing
the data of a problem.
The heuristic makes use of this idea by promoting a perturb_ation scheme during the·
solution of the assignment/sequencing part of the problem. As shown in Figure 4-2, a
new solution is generated at each iteration of the procedure in the module
Assignment/Sequencing. This new solution is generated by perturbing the computation
of the ready times and centroids of the moves (as described in Figure 4-7). Then, the
procedure described in Figure 4-3 is applied to the perturbed problem to find the
assignment/sequencing solution for current iteration. If the solution generated this way
satisfies an acceptance criteria, it is accepted as a candidate and passed to the second
module of collision resolution as explained in Section 3.3.
Uniformly distributed random variables Rl and R2 are used to perturb the original
data of the problem as described on Figure 4-5. The perturbations are defined as
,
factors of problem parameters . The specific values of the factors Weightl and
Weight2 are found during the tuning of the parameters.
Using the data from the problem, compute:
MaxPerturbR2 = Max { 1, (MaxReadyTime,MinReadyTime) }
MaxPerturbR2 = Max { Centroid[i, i=l,NMoves }
At each iteration:
Generate random value rl from distribution U[-MaxPerturbRl,MaxPerturbRl]
Generate random value r2 from distribution U[-MaxPerturbR2,MaxPerturbR2]
FOR i=1TO NMoves DO
{ NewMove[i].R = Move[i].R + rl *Weight!
NewCentroid[i] = Centroid[i] + r2 *Weight2
}
Figure 4-5 Perturbation Scheme used to generate new candidate solutions
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The procedure iterates until the finishing condition is reached. For the test runs, the
termination criteria was established as having generated a large enough number of
solutions that no major improvements can be achieved.
The next chapter gives results obtained from a large number of test problems
generated for four different system configurations.
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Chapter 5 - COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
A set of experiments has been designed to study the performance of the heuristic under
differellt type of problems. The experiments are divided into four parts:
i). Static problems consisting of all independent moves. That is, at any moment in time,
the cranes can perform anyone of the moves because they are independent and active
at time zero.
ii). Dynamic problems consisting of all independent moves. Same as before, but now
the ready times ofthe moves are known random variables.
iii). Job shop with short machining times. Under this configuration, there are
precedence relations between moves when they are associated with different
operations of a same job. The ready time of a move is a function of the ready time of
its predecessor moves and the availability of the target machine. In this case,
machining times are set roughly equal to the move times.
iv). Job shop with long machining times. Same as (iii), but machining times are set
much greater than the transportation times.
Specific questions the experiments set out to answer are as follows: what is the best
parameter setting in each case considered? is there a universally sound parameter
. ?settmg., does the heuristic provide better results than a computationally simple
approach?, and how is the quality the heuristic compared to benchmarks?
In what follows, the details of the experiments are explained followed by individual
analysis ofeach case.
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5.1 General strategy for generation of test problems
In each of the cases, problems of different size were randomly generated . The basic
. layout utilized corresponds to the layout of the machines in the West Bay of Machine
Shop #1 at BethForge as shown in Figure 1-1. The track was divided into 20
equidistant sites plus an extreme resting location for crane 1. The assignment of
machines to sites is shown in Table 5-1. The traveling time between two adjacent sites
was estimated as 0.2 minutes.
Site Machine or Buffer Number
o none
1 1, and arrival/delivery of parts
2 none
3 18 and 23 (buffer)
4 24 (buffer)
5 19 and 20
6 transfer cart-south
7 22 and 25
8 2 and 21
9 3
10 5 and 4
11 transfer cart-north
12 26 (buffer)
13 6,7, and 8
14 none
15 9, 10, and 11
16 none
17 12 and 13
18 none
19 14,15, 16, and 17
20 none
Table 5-1 Resources (machinelbuffers) allocated to each site
Special attention has been placed on characterizing the difficulty of a problem.
After several runs of preliminary problems, it was found that the difficulty of a
problem increases as the number of potential conflicts increases. Two factors which
contribute to the potential collisions are the existence of"long moves'!;iin terms move
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length), and the concentration of activity of the cranes in a specific area of the shop.
Intuitively, when the cranes must travel a long distance while performing a move or
both cranes are forced to work in a reduced area of the track, it is more probable that
...
they will collide more frequently. The difficulty of the problems was controlled by the
shape of the distribution functions used to generate the centroids and length of the
moves.
For the easy problems, it was assumed that the normalized centroids (centroid divided
by the length of the track) follow a Beta(l,1) distribution (same as uniform[O, 1]), and
the length of moves were uniformly distributed in the interval [0,18]. That is, pick-up
and drop-off locations are uniformly distributed along the track. This allows the co-
-'
existence of short and long moves centered uniformly along the track which would
allow the easy matching during the construction ofthe tours.
Difficult problems were generated using a skewed distribution of the centroids
(Beta(3,1.5), skewed to the right) and length of moves in the interval [10,18]. This
way at least one of the locations (lift or drop-off) is forced to be near one of the ends
of the bay, and the cranes are forced to travel long distances.
In each case, centroid and length were randomly generated for each move and
lift/drop-offlocations were properly determined to avoid infeasibilities in the data.
Appendix A includes the listing of problem numbers with their corresponding
characteristics. The specific details of problems generated for each case are discussed
in the corresponding sections.
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5.2 Measure of Heuristic performance'
Lower Bound
Because finding!he optimal solution for the problems under study is computationally
infeasible, the main parameter used as comparison of performance of the heuristic was
the deviation of the solution found with respect to the corresponding lower bound,
called DevLB, computed as:
DevLB = lOO*(Heuristic solution-LowerBound)lLowerBound
The lower bound was computed as the maximum value between:
1. The longest path in the graphPmoves , without considering collisions between cranes,
and
2. The minimum completion time of all the moves considering the cranes as two
identical machines without interference constraints, and ignoring the precedence
relations among moves (ifthere is any).
In cases i) and ii), the lower bound was normally dictated by (2) because the longest
..
path on the graph contains only one move while in iii) and iv) it depends on the length
of the precedence chains in the graph.
Optimal Solution
Optimal solutions were attempted for the problems using complete enumeration. In
essence, the procedure consists on generating all the possible assignment/seqtlences
for the moves and cranes, and inspecting each of them with the branch and bound
collision handling algorithm. This is a computation intensive process only feasible for
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small size problems. Due to the computational effort required, it could only be
achieved for problems of size up to 8 moves.
As a comparison, in addition to the average deviation from lower bound (DevLB)
reported for the heuristic, the average deviation for the optimal solution with respect
to the lower bound is also reported for problems of size 8. This information allow us
to get a better idea of the quality of the results obtained and an estimate of the
tightness ofthe lower bo~nd used in each case.
One-Pass Heuristic
A comparison was also established with the results obtained with a simpler solution
method. The benchmark used was the solution obtained with a "one-pass" heuristic
where the assignment/sequencing solution was obtained the same way as described in
Table 4-5, but without considering the perturbations rl and r2. That solution was then
scanned using the branch and bound procedure and the resulting solutions were used
to compute the average deviations from lower bounds.
5.3 Determination of the length of the search
Preliminary runs were made to determine the impact that length of. the run has on the
performance of the heuristic. For case (i), easy and hard problems of size 20 were
allowed to run during a long search (40,000 iterations) using different combinations of
values for Weight! and Weight2. It was found that the search progressed rapidly
~ ------- -dlIrin-g--the- firsr-1~000-lo5~000-tterations -an-d-stoppealffiiKing-progress ·-around-
iterations 10,00 to 15,000. Table 5-2 shows the results of this preliminary tests.
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Perturbations
Weightl/Weight2
0.1/0.05
0.1/0.1
0.1/ 0.5
0.1/1.0
Last Iteration Longest span
Improvement between
found improvements
Maximum 15,206 11,468
Average 8,237 4,924
Minimum 5,126 2,843 -
Maximum 13,538 8,620
Average 7,612 5,135
Minimum 3,803 2,512
Maximum 16,628 13,597
Average 10,182 6,916
Minimum 3,820 2,864
Maximum 16,240 12,388
Average 10,316 6,643
Minimum 5,020 2,867
Table 5-2 Effect of length of search in performance
These results show that the major progress results in the first 10,000 iterations and
continuing the search for more than, say 10,000 or 20,000 iterations does have much
impact on the final results.
Having this in mind and considering that the results may be different for cases ii)
through iv), the length of the search to use during the tuning and comparison phases
was fixed on 20,000 iterations expecting to be ~hecked during the experiments.
,J -_.
5.4 Case I: Static Problems with Independent moves
5.4.1 Generation of Test Problems
Two set of problems were generated, one for tuning purposes and the other for
assessment of the quality of the solutions found. The first set contains 10 problems of
size 7, 8, 9, 10, and 20 moves each, totaling 50 problems. The second set contains 10
problems each for sizes 8, 20, 30, and 40 moves totaling 40 problems. Problems of
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size 10 or less are distinguished as small while sizes 20 and up are recognized as big.
Half of the problems in each set were considered easy and the other half were difficult.
5.4.2 Tuning of parameters
Figure 5-1 shows the results of the tuning experiments as the average deviation from
lower bound for problems of different difficulty in the sets 1 and 2 just described. Due
to the stochastic nature ofthe heuristic, two replicates were run for each problem.
In this case, the quality of the solutions appears to be affected only by the perturbation
on the crane assignment (value of Weight2) and not by the perturbation in the ready
times for the moves (Weightl). On the other hand, the average deviations observed do
not show a considerable variation for different combinations of parameters. This
suggests that, for this case, the selection of Weight1 and Weight2 is not a critical
decision for the performance ofthe heuristic.
Under these considerations, the values ofWeight1 and Weight2 selected for the
comparison runs were 0.1 and 0.5 , respectively, as the ones providing the best results
for the hard problems of size 20.
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Figure 5-1 Results for tunillg experiments of case I)
Problem Type
Deviation from
Lower Bound
Perturbation on
Crane Assignment
(Weight2)
Small (7,8,9,10)
Easy
Perturbation on Ready
Time (Weight 1)
0.1 0.5 1
0.1 12.L 14.4 14.2
0.5 12.3 12.8 12.6
1 14.2 14.3 14.2
2 16.0 14.9 15.7
2
14.3
12.3
14.0
15.5
Problem Type Big (20)
Easy
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weight!)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 12.3 12.8 12.5 12.7
Crane Assignment 0.5 15.7 15.7 16.4 16.3
(Weight2) 1 19.6 20.6 20.4 19.4
2 21.9 21.6 23.1 24.3
"
Problem Type All (7,8,9,10,20)
Easy
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weight!)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 12.1 14.1 13.9 14.0
.Crane Assignment 0.5 13.0 13.4 13.4 13.1
(Weight2) 1 15.3 15.6 15.4 15.1
2 17.2 16.2 17.2 17.3
Figure 5-1 (Cont.) Results for tuning experiments of case i)
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Problem Type Small
(7,8,9,10)
Hard
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weightl)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 34.0 34.2 34.0 34.2
Crane Assignment 0.5 28.5 27.4 28.3 28.9
(Weight2) 1 29.8 29.3 30.0 29.6
2 30.9 30.8 31.0 30.2
Problem Type Big
(20)
Hard
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weightl)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 26.2 26.6 26.5 25.6
Crane Assignment 0.5 26.7 26.8 26.7 26.4
(Weight2) 1 29.2 28.7 28.7 29.2
2 30.8 31.7 32.7 30.9
Problem Type All
(7,8,9,10,20)
Hard
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weightl)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 32.4 32.7 32.5 32.5
Crane Assignment 0.5 28.1 27.3 28.0 28.4
(Weight2) 1 29.7 29.2 29.7 29.5
2 30.9 31.0 31.3 30.3
Figure5~r (ConUResults-fortuning experiments of-case i)
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5.4.3 Comparison runs
Figure 5-2 shows the result for the comparison runs considering different problem size
and difficulty. Each data point represents deviation averaged from 5 problems. In other
words, each plot in the figure represents 20 test problems over 4 sizes. It can be seen
that the size of the problem does not have a inajor impact in the observed values of
average DevLB. The major factor appears to be the difficulty of the problem, which
produces an increase of the average DevLB from around 10% to around 20-30%
when the difficulty ofthe problems is increased.
The results provided by the heuristic are very close to the optimal values for the small
problems of size 8.
Considering the average DevLB for the optimal solutions (problems of size 8), the
lower bound is loose because the optimal solutions are closer to the heuristic solutions
than to the lower bound.
When compared with the one-pass method, the heuristic provides much better results.
The difference becomes more evident when the optimal solutions are considered. The
heuristic solutions appear now much closer to ~he optimal solutions than the one-pass
method. The same profile is observed for the easy and hard problems.
\
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Problem Type Easy
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 7.89 25.39 5.6
20 9.62 16.83
30 7.27 r 16.83
40 10.96 19.27
Average 8.94 21.02
Problem Type Hard
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 36.67 52.72 31.94
20 21.07 41.79
30 21.52 36.49
40 23.58 42.18
Average 25.71 43.29
Problem Type
Deviation from
Lower Bound
Average
Over all
Problem size Heuristic One-Pass
8 22.28 39.06
20 15.35 32.18
30 14.4 26.66
40 17.27 30.73
17.32 32.16
Figure 5-2 (Cont.) Results for comparison runs, case i).
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Optimal
18.77
5.5 Case II: Dynamic Problems with Independent moves
As before, moves are independent, but become available at different moments in time.-
A ready time t for a move means that the lift task cannot start before time t, however
the corresponding approach task can be initiated previously, to match the lift at time t.
5.5.1 Generation Of Test Problems
Problems were generated the same way as described in Sections 5.1 and 5.6.1 with the
addition of ready times uniformly distributed in the range [0,15*Nmoves]. This range
produces ready times distributed in approximately the first half or two thirds of the
completion time ofthe moves.
5.5.2 Tuning of parameters
The same procedure as described in section 5.4.2 was used for tuning purposes. The
results are shown in Figure 5-3. As before, the quality of the solutions appears to be
affected only by the perturbation on the crane assignment (value of Weight2), and the
average deviations observed do not show considerable variation for different
combinations of parameters.
Using the same selection criteria as in case i), the values of Weight! and Weight2
chosen for the comparison runs were 0.1 and 0.5, t,:espectively.
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Figure 5-3 Results for tuning experiments of case ii)
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Problem Type
Deviation from
Lower Bound
Perturbation on
Crane Assignment
(Weight2)
Small (7,8,9,10)
Easy
Pertwbation on Ready
Time (Weight 1)
0.1 0.5 1 2
0.1 26.3 24.4 24.6 24.8
0.5 23.8 22.4 23.2 23.1
1 24.3 23.7 24.8 24.8
2 27.4 24.5 26.8 26.5
Problem Type Big (20)
Easy
Deviation from Pertwbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weightl)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 12.4 12.7 13.2 12.9
Crane Assignment 0.5 15.3 16.6 15.6 15.4
(Weight2) 1 19.2 20.0 21.9 19.1
2 21.2 23.1 23.8 21.5
Problem Type
Deviation from
Lower Bound
Perturbation on
Crane Assignment
(Weight2)
All (7,8,9,10,20)
Easy
Perturbation on Ready Time
(Weightl)
0.1 0.5 1 2
0.1 23.5 22.1 22.3 22.4
0.5 22.1 21.2 21.7 21.6
1 23.3 23.0 24.2 23.6
2 26.2 24.2 26.2 25.5
\
-/
Figure 5-3 (Cont.) Results for tuning experiments of case ii)
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Problem Type
Deviation from
Lower Bound
Perturbation on
Crane Assignment
(Weight2)
Small (7,8,9,10)
Hard
Perturbation on Ready
Time (Weight 1)
0.1 0.5 1 - 2
0.1 42.9 39.6 39.7 40.5
0.5 38.7 36.6 36.5 37.2
1 39.1 38.4 38.3 38.4
2 43.5 42.8 43.1 42.9
Problem Type Big (20)
Hard
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weight!)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 28.0 28.7 27.7 28.5
Crane Assignment 0.5 28.3 30.2 31.1 32.3
(Weight2) 1 32.4 33.0 33.5 37.5
2 33.1 39.4 38.5 40.3
-",
Problem Type All (7,8,9,10,20)
Hard
Deviation from Perturbation on Ready Time
Lower Bound (Weight!)
0.1 0.5 1 2
Perturbation on 0.1 39.9 37.4 37.3 38.1
Crane Assignment 0.5 36.6
.'
35.3 35.4 36.2
(Weight2) 1 37.8 37.3 37.3 38.2
2 41.4 42.1 42.2 42.4
Figure 5-3 (Cont.) Results for tuning experiments of case (ii)
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5.5.3 Comparison runs
As seen on Figure 5-4, the size ofthe problem does not have a major impact on the
performance of the heuristic. Again, the difficulty of the problem has a clear e~ect on
the lower bound producing an increase of the average DevLB from around 15% to
near 30% as problem difficulty is increased. As compared with the one-pass
procedure, the heuristic still produces better results. The gap between the heuristic and
optimal solution is still very low (about 5% on average).
By comparing the results from the static and dynamic cases, we can conclude that
there is no major change in the behavior of the heuristic both in terms of deviations
. .
from lower bound and improvements over the one-pass procedure.
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Problem Type Easy
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 18.44 27.43 16.51
20 13.65 19.26
30 15.35 20.02
40 10.96 17.84
Average 14.60 21.14
Problem Type Hard
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 34.77 46.66 23.69
20 23.72 38.74
30 27.51 42.44
40 25.63 44.65
Average 27.91 43.12
Problem Type Over all
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 26.61 37.05 20.10
20 18,68 29.00
30 21.43 31.23
40 18.29 31.24
Average 21.25 32.13
Figure 5-4 (Cont.) Comparison runs for case ii)
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5.6 Case ill: Job Shop with short machining times
In the general case of crane scheduling, moves corresponding to different stages of the
job during its routing may app~ar in the same planning horizon generating precedence
.~relations as described in Section 3. I .
These, more general, type of problems are the focus of Sections 5.6 and 5.7. This
section covers problems having machining times similar to the move times, while in
Section 5.7 the machining times are much larger than the material handling times.
5.6.1 Generation Of Test Problems
The task of generating problems is now more complex than in cases (i) and (ii)
because it involves: (1) creating a job shop-like problem, (2) solving a schedule, and
(3) generating moves avoiding deadlocks. To facilitate the process, the same problem
generator used before was transformed to recognize the generation of moves related
to sequence of operations on a job. An additional simplification, made to ease the
detection/resolution of deadlocks, was to consider all jobs starting and finishing at a
buffer, cart, or truck area.
This simplification is not considered restrictive because of the high usage of buffer
areas at BethForge, where a job rarely goes from one machine directly to the next on
its routing.
Processing times for the machining operations were generated usmg a uniform
distribution in the range [10,60] which is comparable to the move times.
60
Once the data for the jobshop was generated, the machine schedules were found using
the Parsifal software provided by Morton and Pentico [1993], by attempting
"-
minimization of makespan as criteria. Next the solutions were manually inspected to
detect machine deadlock. In such a case, additional moves are included as described in
Section 3.4.
Finally, the information of precedences i~)ncluded in the input files to complete the
data required for each problem.
, . -..,.
As before, easy and hard problems are generated.
5.6.2 Tuning of parameters
As the performance of the heuristic was not very sensitive to the selection of
parameters previously, it was decided to use the same values for Weight1 and Weight2
(0.1 and 0.5 respectively).
5.6.3 Comparison runs
Figure 5-5 shows the results for the comparison runs. The plots suggest that neither
problem size, nor difficulty level affect the per(ormance of the heuristic. Moreover, the
"
results for this case look very similar to the ones obtained in case i), which may be
reinforced by the fact that with the short processing times, successor moves became
active very soon after being loaded into a machine providing many candidate moves
for the cranes as in case I).
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Problem Type Easy
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 20.36 54.36 19.55
20 17.33 43.81
30 20.99 43.27
40 26.89 47.20
Average 21.39 47.16
!
Problem Type Hard
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 18.20 41.63 17.84
20 24.09 47.54
30 21.55 33.48
40 29.04 45.97
Average 23.22 42.16
Problem Type Over all
Deviation from Problem size Heuristic One-Pass Optimal
Lower Bound
8 19.28 48.00 18.70
20 20.71 45.68
30 21.27 38.38
40 27.97 46.58
Average 22.31 44.66
Figure 5-5 (Cont.) Comparison runs for case iii)
For the small problems, both easy and hard, the solution generated by the heuristic are,
on average, less than 1% from the optimal solutions.
Again, the heuristic outperforms the one-pass procedure by a considerable margin.
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;5.7 Case iv: Job Shop with long machining times
5.7.1 Generation Of Test Problems
The same problems generated in the previous section were transformed by increasing
the machining times by a factor of 10. All the other data for the were preserved.
".:~ 5.7.2 Tuning of parameters
The same set of parameters as in the previous cases were used.
5.7.3 Comparison runs
Figure 5-6 shows that in this case the effectiveness of the heuristic becomes more
relevant as the problem size increases, both in the easy and hard problems. The
improvement by using the search heuristic is remarkable for the large problems, where
the one-pass procedure performs very poorly (around 100% from LB). For the small
problems, the heuristic provides solutions closer than 1% from the optimal while the
one-pass procedure is around 8% from optimal. In the small-easy problems, the
heuristic found the optimal solution in 3 ofthe 5 problems.
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